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At the beginning...
Manual Tests
Database Copy
Database Schema Evolution
Database Schema Evolution

1986
200 TESTS
40H - 60%
So Slow…
1st Automated Tests
Automated Test Framework
Automated Test Framework
GUI Tests are slow
Fake GUI Tests – 1st Mock
Fake GUI Tests – 1st Mock
Database I/O bottleneck
Why do you use Database?

• Multiuser
• Data Recovery
• Fault Tolerance
Why do you use Database? (in tests)

- Multiuser
- Data Recovery
- Fault Tolerance
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Expand and Conquer...
Data loading

creating
data scenarios
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SQL Dependency
Database Or Memory
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2005

5k tests

3h - 60%
Configurations
Client Profile
Client Profile

2007
8K TESTS
4H - 30%
Still very slow...
Distribution
Distribution

2008
10K TESTS
6H
70%
To infinity and beyond...
We had to think differently...
We had to think differently...
The sky is the limit!

- Scalable!
- 30 min feedback
- Cost Decision
- Real Continuous Delivery
- Cheaper infrastructure
The sky is the limit!
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